07th Oct 2021

Attendees

Agenda

- **TAF Status**
  - Passing: 505 Functional, 34 Integration, 10 Performance
  - Failed: 37 Functional, 2 Integration
  - Still Jenkins issues
    - LF Infrastructure issues?
    - Jenkins issues preventing building of new images for testing
  - The tests failed might relate to
    - #525 Remove write binary from sample profile
    - #136 The sample profile should contain read, not write permission

- **CORs implementation on go-mod-bootstrap**
EdgeX Foundry QA/Core Working Group
(plus QA/Test, System Management and UI)

- **Dependabot issues raised as new issues**
  - Go 1.17 update?
    - Decision to keep with 1.16 for Jakarta. Not as easy as thought to test the upgrade
    - Others (e.g. Consul) also moved to Kamakura

- **CLI Status**
  - Core Data PR ready for review
  - + Snaps TAF PR

- **Device Profile Updates**
  - Needs an ADR to cover all cases. Discuss in Kamakura planning meeting

- **Core WG Project Board**
  - go-mod-contracts
    - Fixed issues
      - #661 Use generic interface in the Event Tagging value
      - #665 Support object value types in Reading
    - go-mod-bootstrap
      - New issues
        - #281 Enable CORS access to EdgeX microservices
  - edgex-go
    - New issues
      - #3705 edgex with prometheus
      - #3719 Correct the core-metadata Device API example
      - #3716 Core Command crash when sending command to Device Camera, and camera is offline
      - #3693 New API to search Reading by multiple ResourceNames
      - #3237 feat(data): Make MaxEventSize a service configuration setting
      - #3692 Add Get Transmission by Notification id API
      - #3641 Update lastConnected should not trigger the DS callback
    - Fixed issues
      - #3726 [Core data] Use generic interface in the Event Tagging value
      - #3689 Update the Readme file to reflect the installation steps of the latest version
  - edgex-compose
    - Fixed issues
      - #184 Docker containers do not restart after reboot.